Treadmill motor wiring diagram

Power tools such as Metal cutting mills and lathes, Drill presses, bandsaws, sanders and more
may require. Coincidentally most Treadmills use a VDC motor with a suitable HP rating and a
PWM motor speed controller to allow the user to change the belt speed and keep a good
constant speed and torque while running on it. All the parts you need are on the treadmill. Tear
your own apart or get one on Ebay. Your appliction and use of any ideas here are all on you and
you agree I cannot be held liable. I have seen 3 types of motors. Great for torque at all speeds.
Vary the voltage applied to the armature, vary the speed. Not all 4 wire motors are Armature
Voltage controlled. Some have 2 wires that are part of a thermal protective circuit. The ones I
have seen are usually both blue. AC motors. Probably not any better than the AC motor your'e
thinking of replacing. Motors are running at a constant. Incorporates a special sliding pulley.
Changing the belt speed is done manually-controlled with a cable that changes the size of the
pulley's diameter. Larger motor pulley diameter faster belt speed, smaller pulley slower belt
speed I think. The DC motors vary in size but most are Permanent Magnet,have brushes, a
flywheel,and have either tapped holes or a bracket or flange welded to the case for mouting.
You can reverse the direction on the DC motors by reversing the polarity. Remember if you
reverse the direction of the motor you can't use the flywheel as it is. Because of left hand
threads it could come off. Drill tap and set-screw the flywheel to the shaft. This transfers more
power to the load and wastes less power to heat than a resistive type speed controller. PWM
style controller Trim Pots- located near one of the edges of the board. I needed to be able to
stop in stitches and the original treadmill settings were too high. If the load presented to the
motor does not vary substantially,the IR adjustment set at a minimum level. Excessive IR comp
will cause control to become unstable causing motor cogging. Also limits the AC line inrush
current to a safe level during startup. There must be something on the treadmill board that sets
the time value.. The Potentiometer can be of the rotary type or linear sliding type. The
potentiometer is usually rated 5 or 10K Ohms. Keep in mind the motor may not even begin
moving till 2 or 3 K Ohms actual value varies and you can't really start the pot at 2 or 3K Ohm
position either because the treadmill motor controller requires 0 Ohms on start-up Kind of
annoying. Some controllers use a digital console to change the motor speed. You dont want to
scroll through programmable selections, excercise routines and heart beat monitors just to
change the motor speed on your lathe. The Pot is for speed control once the machine is
running. Most treadmill motor flywheels serve also as the pulley. They fit a fancy flat belt with
"v" grooves. The driven pulley that mates with this belt originally drove the large roller that the
treadmill belt rode on. Reusing the plastic roller pulley is near impossible. Very few motors
actually come with the common Automotive 4L style belt pulley. Solution: Remove flywheel and
replace with normal V-belt pulley. The flywheel are left-hand 4m thread and can really be
cinched down or corroded onto the shaft. Chuck the flywheel end in a vise and turn the shaft on
the opposing end Clock-wise and the flywheel may come off. Some Motors don't have 2 shafts.
The shaft on the brush side is usually hidden under the bearing housing. For the stubborn or
single shaft motors I use a hacksaw and run the motor on low speed and use it like a metal lathe
and saw the pulley through once or twice. It always comes off easily when you turn the nut into
3 thinner nuts rather than one wide nut. Just make sure you don't cut into the motor shaft.
Eyeball it close and then test it by turning it with a pair of vise grips until you are through the
threaded portion. If you don't mind the flywheel You can use the motor at a very low speed as a
metal lathe and carve a suitable groove to fit the belt of your choice. It can be a bit tricky
dangerous as your cutting tool is not fixed. Remember again- If you reverse the direction of the
motor you can't use the flywheel as it is. Drill tap and set-screw it. There are some small but
solveable problems using these set-ups. I think a lot of these issues could be fixed with trim pot
settings but the exact amount of adjustment and the values for each vary too much, are vague
and unpublished or unknown to the average person. Engineers calculate the energy stored by
spinning this heavy flywheel to obtain Horsepower ratings referred to as "Treadmill Duty
Horsepower". Any quick changes in speed aren't noticed because of the kinetic energy still
stored in the flywheel. Sometimes you can hear the motor totally turn off till the flywheel spools
down and balances the motors RPM with the respective setting on the rheostat. If the load is
restored or the speed setting raised above the motor's present speed, the motor turns right
back on. Solution: remove the flywheel. Some of that kinetic energy will be stored in the piece of
equipment you are powering but if not then some horsepower could be lost. If the rheostat is
not set to the lower end of the resistance value the circuit will not start. Solution: Turn the
rheostat to the start position before turning on or turn the min adjustment down some. This is
my Drill press converted to a mill. It had a bad AC motor. The new motor is off of a treadmill also
from the junkyard. The motor and belts drive it just like the original motor did. It drills and mills
fine. The treadmill motor mount was identical to the original AC motor mount. I experimented
with the original 2 belts but quickly got rid of the extra belt and step pulley and went with one

belt. There was no need for moving belts up and down the step pulley anymore. The motor
keeps good torque at all speeds for what I do. This is 4 of the styles I have found. All pictured
are DC motors. All except the last one are the permanent magnet type. The lower left motor
image has a mount almost identical to the mounts on the AC motors found on drillpresses and
such. This is a sewing machine foot control that I modified to run a motor set-up I plan on
powering an old industrial sewing machine with. The circuit inside was originally for controlling
an AC motor so it is only good for mounting your potentiometer. Remove all the circuitry of the
original controller i. It takes some adjustment of the placement but it can be done. See my
sewing machine conversion towards the end. This is some Schematics and Pics I have
collected. Most Treadmills have one taped to the plastic belly panel. If you have a schematic you
would like to contribute email me. The PDF's download very slow but the detail is worth the wait
so be patient. Just right click it and open in another window and check out the rest of the
instructable while it downloads. It was a huge success and after timing the shuttle and replacing
the tensioner for one I salvaged off an old serger, it stitches beautifully and I am sewing through
2 layers of TM treadmill rubberized canvas belt material like butter. Originally the sewing
machine was made to run in a special bench that had a special clutch motor. The clutch motor
runs all the time and a foot pedal attached to a linkage engages a friction clutch. I built my new
sewing Machine base with pieces from the TM tubing frame. I cut off the existing Motor mount
and welded it to my new sewing machine frame-base and used a piece of all-thread that can be
adjusted with nuts to force the motor away from the frame, tensioning the original belt and
motor pulley. Notice the welded pulley to shaft As you can see I also power hack-sawed off the
flywheel. This hack also requires lowering the minimum speed adjustment on the TM controller
and the maximum adjustment. With these adjustments, the machine was responsive enough to
sew one stitch at a time, or full speed ahead and still managed stop in a stitch or two. As you
can see I also used the original TM belt pulley by 3D printing an adapter that mated it to the
sewing machine drive shaft. The controller and power supply board fit nicely into a plastic
container. The harness that went to the original TM controller only had 8 or 10 wires but only 2
wires were needed. When shorted they closed the relay that supplied AC power-in. The original
TM digital board that controlled the speed was scrapped and controlled right from the main
controller board instead with 3 wires and a 10K him sliding potentiometer. The speed control
foot I found at the second-hand store was for a thyristor-based AC sewing machine. While the
circuit was useless and the sliding potentiometer was not useable, I was able to piggy-back and
epoxy a 10k Ohm sliding Pot right next to the original in wire it to my controller board for speed
control. The digital displays really throw people off when they are trying to incorporate TM
controllers into their project. But if you look at the main controller there is usually 3 lugs that
will hook up to a POT and in this case a 10K ohm worked great. One thing this foot pedal had
was a micro switch built into the circuit that could prob be used to incorporate Dynamic
breaking by inserting a resistor across the DC motor when you let your foot off It had a 2. I
found this 3 ribbed serpentine belt that fit my V grooved tablesaw pulley and the stock pulley on
the treadmill motor. Like most newer treadmills this one had digital controls so I had to install
my own 10K ohm pot that I mounted to the front. The power board and controller are mounted
inside Tupperware to keep it safe from dust. Works like a champ and my tablesaw rips studs
like butter. Question 7 months ago on Step 4. Trying to figure out which wires are to be use for
the pot can you help? Also concerned about whether or not this will work without the lift motor
and speed sensor hooked up. Reply 7 months ago. I've only seen one little one-person portable
drill rig, and it was hydraulically powered instead of electrical -brand name "Big Beaver". Our
drillers that we use for engineering and environmental work only used it for tight locations; and
the maximum depth of penetration depended heavily on the soil type and compaction. The
manufacturer said it could go up to feet, but we rarely got beyond 15 or 20 feet in our rocky
desert soil. Question 1 year ago. A couple hours later, i plugged it back in, and it blew the power
socket. What went wrong?? Per the safety warning, I'll probably call an electrician now Answer
1 year ago. Check the motor badge as not all DC motors are bidirectional. Question 1 year ago
on Introduction. Is there a good economical switch to use to get forward and reverse directions
from a 2. I want to add a switch to my control box instead of having to switch wires every time. I
plan to use a SCR motor controller with a bridge rectifier. Thankyou in advance. Question 1 year
ago on Step 3. I was running a treadmill motor on my drill press with an MC speed control that
died. Any suggestions for a low-cost replacement? Reviews for some of the cheap ones give me
pause. I could build one if I had a good schematic. Question 2 years ago on Step 2. I got my first
treadmill motor a couple of years ago. It is a PM type. I tore the treadmill apart myself,so,I know I
have all the pieces, and labeled them, so it is put together correctly. I needed to make a custom
mount, but before I took the motor apart, I made sure it worked, out of the treadmill. It worked
perfectly. I disassembled the motor, made slight mods to the end caps, fab'd the mounts I

needed, made everything out of SS so it wouldn't affect the PM motor , then put it back together.
When I fire it up, it 'chugs' at fairly steady interval through out the RPM range. Then it shuts
down with an error code. I have talked with treadmill techs, and no one can tell me the problem.
One guy suggested it was the reed switch, but I can't find a reed switch anywhere, and besides,
I didn't NOT use a reed switch after making the mount. It ran fine, for minutes before I took it
apart. Answer 2 years ago. I think there might have been a choke coil inline with the motor and
you left it out. Looks like a transformer but only two wires. It might even have been a capacitor
board. Some motors may not run well if wired backwards due to the brushes. Hope this helps.
Mine had 2 circuit boards. One was the motor controller and the other was for the display and
linear actuator that changed the incline. I unplugged all of the cables that went to the display,
any v power to the 2nd board and all of the speed pickups. Totally unneccesary. Hi i have a
treadmill motor and controller that i want to use as a wood lathe variable speed motor. The pwm
has a connector as attached, can i connect a pot to this to control the speed? Question 2 years
ago. These were all recommended by a KB Electronics distributor. I purchased all the
component and integrated them into my wood lathe. Everything works perfectly, I couldn't be
happier. The lathe runs real sweet from 0 - RPM. The set screw is to prevent the fly wheel from
spinning off when in reverse. Ok ChrisL as stated in my reply to you I do have pictures now that
I can post. I would appreciate any help I can get from anyone on how to wire all this mess up,
motor, pot, toggle switch and maybe a digital read out somewhere to show speed. The first 3
pics are of the actual speed controller board it's a very old board to be exact. There are no
markings to per say what kinda board it is other than a manufacturer number and the year on
one of the pics. As you can see it's a mess. The last 3 pics are the motor with the specs and the
wiring, notice the middle wire connects to nothing as the 3rd pic shows have no idea what it
goes to. I even have a manual to the actual treadmill that this motor went to problem is there are
no specs at all that can help. Did a google search for specs on the board and motor and found
nothing that could help, you can call Lifefitness and still no help for they change part numbers
way to often so they really have no specs on the motor. I am no electrician but do know basic
stuff if anyone can help please let me know in "layman's" terms or LOL I'll get lost. Reply 3
years ago. Hi SpinnerOfWood, I just picked up a free Life Fitness treadmill that uses that same
board, but the motor is slightly different than yours. I'm going to use the motor to power a bead
roller. If you want, I will let you know how I adapt that board once I figure it out! Yes please
anything that would help. Even a simple schematic would help greatly as you can see on that
board I have so many wires going to nothing I just have no idea what goes to where. I will do my
best, but I'm no tech guy, just someone trying to make use of a good DC motor! Is that motor
out of the same treadmill as the control board? Mine is similar but a little different looking. Do
you know what that small white connector by the motor plugs into? I'll take some pics of mine
before I tear it apart. Maybe that will help. No idea what the white wire hooks to. I have watched
some youtube videos on the subject but they tend to be confusing since all I had seen were 1.
Most spoke techy stuff that was way over my head, lastly nearly all I had seen were way newer
boards than what I have. I will say my search won't stop I had seen a guys website that seemed
to be very helpful hopefully I will find it again and even leave a link here. Good luck with your
endeavors. Well, I messed with this thing for a while now and could not get it to run with just a
pot. The only way I can run this thing is through the control panel that came with the treadmill. It
was a cheapy Weslo treadmill, but it has a good control for modding to use for projects. It's an
MC board, witch is similar to an MC So I now have it wired up and running fine. Plus, I have an
extra motor now! My advice to you would be to watch craigslist like a hawk, and try to grab a
treadmill from the free section. They do come up from time to time. If you have time to check it
out online to see what type of controller it uses, you could end up getting the one you need for
free! Two wires to the motor are over temp sensor. Should be three wires or terminals labeled
"H", "L", "W". These wires hook to a potentiometer to control speed. H wire goes to one side of
the variable resistor, L goes to the other of the pot, W wire goes to the center or wiper terminal.
A higher value may make more sensitive and lower may less sensitive to speed changes. Two
wires attach to AC power to the hi-lo terminals or labeled AC. Thank you for your answer. Sorry
so long to answer I'm just not on here very much when I comes time to rig all these up I will try
what you say. By chance any way you could provide a simple schematic when you have time
please if you could. By rjeblogue Follow. More by the author:. About: I like to learn new things.
CNC, foundry, Screenprinting, anything electronics related. I like to tear things apart to see how
they tick. Unless I can't resist the challenge-rarely do I ever put back together. Attachments
unknown. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Answer Upvote. Reply Upvote.
Intructee Question 1 year ago. JoeG Intructee Answer 1 year ago. Kevinslot Question 1 year ago
on Introduction. GeoNOregon Question 2 years ago on Step 2. Any ideas as to what the problem
might be? Thanks, GeoD. Alanm 2 years ago. HilbornJ Question 2 years ago. Yet on YouTube

there are several videos that recommend using the configuration I want to use. I am confused,
please help. I am no longer confused. DC Motor Conversion 1. SpinnerOfWood 4 years ago.
Sporty45 SpinnerOfWood Reply 3 years ago. SpinnerOfWood Sporty45 Reply 3 years ago.
Treadmill Motor Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified gratifying pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the capacity and signal links with the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives
suggestion about the relative incline and contract of devices and terminals upon the devices, to
encourage in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would put on an act more
detail of the inborn appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to
emphasize interconnections higher than beast appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to
troubleshoot problems and to make determined that every the friends have been made and that
all is present. Architectural wiring diagrams accomplishment the approximate locations and
interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and steadfast electrical services in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use agreeable symbols for wiring
devices, usually alternative from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not
solitary feat where something is to be installed, but furthermore what type of device is innate
installed. For example, a surface ceiling buoyant is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling
lively has a substitute symbol, and a surface fluorescent vivacious has complementary symbol.
Each type of switch has a interchange symbol and appropriately complete the various outlets.
There are symbols that do something the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and
thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to
implement membership of the quarters to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams
will then improve panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for
special facilities such as fire alarm or closed circuit television or other special services.
Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category
only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website.
These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Hyster forklift Wiring
Diagram Wiring Diagram 97 views. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We
also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website.
These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option
to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. In this post we discuss a
simple, accurate, high torque treadmill motor speed controller circuit which may be effectively
installed in similar units for acquiring PWM controlled variable speed feature. The idea was
requested by Mr. I've a treadmill whose power failed completely So, am asking, how would you
assist me in designing a power supply that will control speed and change of direction of the
treadmill movement as well. I'm and forever will be glad for your work. Looking into the specs of
the unit, the switching relays are specified with 10A ratings. I also had a view of the motor and it
was written Volts on it. This is the information i got sir. They also had a cautionary notice that
the T. Mill shouldn't be run beyond 2hrs continuously. I hope I've given the best for the best.
Thanks sir. Stay blessed now and forever! Here's a simple PWM based motor speed controller
circuit which can be used for controlling a treadmill speed right from zero to maximum. The
circuit also provides an instant bidirectional stop and reversal of the motor rotation by a single
flick of a given switch. Another interesting feature of this circuit is its capability of sustaining
and balancing optimal torque even at lower speeds ensuring a continuous working of the motor
without stalling it during extreme low speeds. The circuit of the proposed treadmill motor speed
controller may be understood with the help of the following points:. IC1 works as a frequency
generator and is rigged at around 80Hz, any other value would also do and is not anyway
critical. The above frequency from pin 3 of IC1 is fed to pin 2 of IC2 which is wired as a standard
monostable. The above triangle waves is instantly compared by the set potential at pin 5 of IC2
creating an equivalent level of chopped PWM at its pin 3. The NOT gates which act as inverters
provide the feature of instant toggling of the motors rotational direction by a mere flick of the
SPDT switch. The resultant PWMs from the selected NOT gates finally reach the transistorized
bridge network that holds the motor between them for implementing all the specified features

discussed above. These transistors should be rated as per the motor specifications, and the
voltage across this bridge should also be as per the motor requirements. If you do not wish to
have the reverse forward facility, then you can much simplify the above design by eliminating
the lower section of the circuit entirely, as shown below:. The 10K pot can be used for the speed
control, while the uF determines the soft start feature. Increasing the uF value increases the soft
start effect and vice versa. The above design could be also modified for enabling motor speed
control through an external variable power supply, as shown below. Pin 5 can be seen driven
from an external 0 to 10V variable power supply, for example from a LM based power supply. If
you do not wish to use an external power supply, the above treadmill speed controller design
could be simplified even further, by adding a 1k pot at pin 5 of IC2, as demonstrated below:. As
rightly suggested by one of the dedicated readers of this blog, Mr. Ivan, a V treadmill motor can
be simply controlled through mains phase chopping concept, normally incorporated in all
commercial dimmer switches for regulating home fan speed. Shown below is a modified dimmer
switch circuit design which can be effectively used for regulating a V treadmill motor from zero
to max:. If you have any circuit related query, you may interact through comments, I'll be most
happy to help! Your email:. Your email address will not be published. Notify me via e-mail if
anyone answers my comment. Swagatam, I am attempting to build the Treadmill speed control
circuit, the second simplified one. Do you have a more clear picture of the circuit? Its a bit
blurred and hard to read. Also in the comments its stated to use PPC or metalized type and non
polar capacitors. I have not been able to find info as to this type, are they called something
different. Do you have a parts list to go by on this diagram? I know enough about electronics to
safely let out the smoke. Clint, I have updated the post with new simplified diagrams and clearer
diagrams, Please check them out! Part numbers are given in the diagram itself. Mr Swagatam, I
see no change in the Simplified Design. Just as blurry. Can you send me directly a very clear
diagram. Yes those are clear but wrong circuit. Its the second circuit in that group. The one after
the reversible speed control. I just want to build a one direction speed control. Is that suppose
to mean a 2k resistor? The new designs are the simplified versions, they are not wrong!! The
following circuit is the simplified version of the second one and will do exactly same like the
second one:. I did it the way you told me about the capacitors, it was excellent. I now have a
new question â€¦ about the coil; what is the ferrite size? Glad to know it is solved! The L1 and
the complementary C1 are not critical, they are introduced to cancel out the high frequency RF
disturbance generated due to the rapid chopping of the phase by the triac! The coil will need to
be experimented with some trial and error. Initially try any ferrite core that will accommodate
turns closely wound 21 SWG super enameled copper wire. C1 can be 0. Keep increasing until
you find minimum disturbance on the radio. I replaced the 4. I appreciate your patience in
helping me. No problem friend, I have understood it! The capacitor between the bridge rectifier,
can be 4. So all the capacitors in the diagram must be non-polar , and the values shown in the
diagram must be exactly as it is! I configured the project as shown in the image and I have the
omponetes as the project asks. OK got it, so did you also use a non-polar capacitor as advised
by me? Electrolytic cap might not work and may heat up quicklyâ€¦. Good day. My degree is in
Physics, NOT electrical engineering. I have a couple mc board versions and a recent freebee
mcLS Both need PWM to control motor speed since neither has potentiometer connectors. The
has a 4 pin connector from the upper control board and the other boards have: an RJ45 8 pin, or
the straight pin. I have seen one mod where a PWM was connected to the straight pin connector
utilizing just 4 of these pins. While encouraging, none of these searches details, or explains
how to connect the PWM generator to any of these boards. I looks like it has 4 wire connectors,
would you have an idea how to connect this to a mc board? Thanks again. It requires an
external varying PWM input to enable the corresponding speed variations on the treadmill
motor. You will find a connector near the end opposite to the transformer end of the board. This
connector will have four wires, two black common wires which will connect with the negative of
the PWM circuit, one red wire that will connect with the positive line of the PWM circuit, and a
blue wire that will connect with the PWM signal output of your PWM circuit. It is by replacing the
small yellow colored voltage control preset existing on the MC board with an identically rated
potentiometer. No, the capacitor does not change the speed, the speed is changed by the pot
VR1. The capacitor only filters the ripples. I am looking to use this pwm circuit on a conveyor,
the engine will work with 1. I made the circuit and tested it. Should I change the configuration of
this scheme? Is it controlling the engine speed? If yes then you can replace the 4. Hi, I am
hoping to build your 2nd circuit. My motor is rated at Volt DC 9. Will the following Mosfet be
suitable? Hi, yes it should work with the specified circuit design, but first confirm the circuit
operation using a V bulb, if it dims and brightens with the PWMs then the circuit is working and
confirmed. Hello Swagatam, thanks for all your information. Dimmer Phase Chopper Circuit, V 4.
I really liked your projects. Can you give me a tip? Can I use this scheme to meet the power of

this engine? If your motor is a single phase DC, then the above circuits can be used, provided
the input supply is not beyond V DC. No, actually the linked circuit is ACâ€¦. Swagatam, thank
you for your input. I see 3 circuits in the article of this web page. To control the speed of a VDC
2. Thank you very much. Horacio from Argentina. Hello Swagatam, I am thinking of building the
circuit without reverse to control a DC treadmill motor with 2. But I have a question. I have
looked at the circuit several times and I cannot find the uF capacitor. I also want to ask you what
is the object of the K variable resistor in the upper left of the circuit. Thank you very much! Hello
Horacio, the uF can be seen at the base of the BC pair towards the extreme bottom right of the
first diagram. It is replaced with a uF in the second diagram. I have already used kicad to make
the circuit board. But before I soldered the components I did a test on a breadboard. To
simulate the engine I used an incandescent lamp. I expected the light intensity to increase
linearly as I turn the 10K potentiometer, but the lamp blinks and then stays on. The negative of
the VDC I connect it to the common 12VDC ground of the circuit, the positive I connected it to
the lamp and from there to the outlet of the mosfet. I want to ask you if I am connecting the
circuit wrongly? Just in case my email is hbarrabasqui gmail. Hi Horacio, In the second diagram
I forgot to show the 1k resistor across pin5 and ground line of the IC2. Did you connect that
resistor? The LED brightness must vary from 0 to max in response to the pot variations. Also,
making it over a stripboard through soldering is more reliable than using a breadboard, which
may cause loose connections. Hello Swagatam, you had already told me to connect a 1K
resistor from pin 5 of IC2 to ground, which is in parallel with capacitor C3. That is already done.
I will also follow your advice and solder the components on a board to avoid bad connections.
Thank you very much for the quick answer. You have a good day. Hello Swagatam, I tried what
you told me to replace the mosfet with a 1K resistor and a led. By moving the 10K potentiometer
the intensity of the led increases. I have also connected the mosfet again and at its output I
have placed a led with a 1K resistor with 12VdC power. When I turn the 10K potentiometer from
zero to the maximum value, the voltage drop between the negative leg of the led and the leg of
the resistor connected to the positive reaches 12V when the potentiometer reaches 1. It appears
that the load receives full tension very quickly. Thank you very much!! It seems the 2 BC
Darlington is too sensitive to the pot movements. Hello Swagatam, thanks for all the information
you give us. I want to build a speed controller for a 90 V dc motor, variable speed, 11 amp. I
think is possible to use a controller for an Ac motor made with triac and diac and then to use a
rectifier bridge to feed the motor. Could you sugest me something? Thank you in advance for
your answer. Thanks Mauricio, It is possible since the load gets proper DC from the bridge,
while the triac circuit works with an AC, again through the bridge connections. If the riac is
appropriately ated it will be able to handle the initial surge. In your case you can use a V 16 amp
triac, or a BTA41 will also work nicely. IN is it enough to counter that much current? Also you
may have to change the transistor with V transistors. You can use 1N for the diodes. Before
connecting the motor check the output from the H-bridge, and adjust the 1K resistor at pin5 of
IC2 such that the maximum pot rotation produces V, once this is set you can connect the motor
to check the final results. Dear jayanath, the coil is optional and is required only to reduce RF
noise in the motor and in nearby radio receivers. You can insert the coil afterwards once all the
testing is completed. Hi Jayanath, BT will support upto watts only. For watts you may have to
use a V 16 amp triac. Dear Sir, I am using T Treadmill for home. When i disconnect magnetic
sensor motor running full speed. I replaced magnetic sensor still same issue. Kindly help me
out in this matter. Dear Linus, It seems the sensor system is installed to control the motor
over-speed through feedbackâ€¦so may be the feedback loop has some problems and it could
ne latching ON and stopping the motor from rotating. Dear Mr. Swagatam thanks for the reply.
Sorry Linus, that may not be possible because I have not seen the board practically so have no
idea regarding the various stages. So you will have to attach a large heatsink to the mosfet to
control its heating, or add two mosfets in parallel, or use a V 70 amp mosfet or similar which
may have a much lower RDson resistance. Hello again Sir, I have a general question regarding
dimmer circuit. Dimmer circuits are voltage regulator and as you know it can support high
currents consumer by using high amp triacs or thyrestors. Can it be used as source of DC
voltage for like treadmill motors which need high currents? And are they suitable choice instead
of transformators? Why they are not used widely as voltage regulator? Please clear this to me.
If your motor is V rated then you can perhaps try the last circuit. Thanks Swagatam, I mean to
use bridge rectifier after dimmer and not for low voltages. I ran my and vdc motor by using a
4kw dimmer with bridge rectifier feeding the pwm circuit and worked very well. But what i dont
know is the long time effects. If the triac is adequately rated with internal snubber built-in then it
should last for a very long time. Thanks Is this possible to use couple of triacs in paralell in
order to get higher rated amps? I mean like mosfets. No, triacs cannot be added in parallel,
because they have different working characteristics compared to transistors. Thanks its very

usfel article but why you are not use isolate circuit between high and low voltage like using a
photocoubler cause for any reason what will happen if IRF get a short? Also what you think
about tl in this case? You can add a optocoupler if you want, but it is not necessary. TL circuit
will also work. Just i think its best to isolate between circutis cause if IRF have a short it will
pass volt to circuit and we will loss all parts. Any IC will work. Will the motor maintain its torque
at any rpm. Then I can do it with a different setup. Would like to use the engine in a belt sander.
Hence the question for the torque. Hi Swag, Your site is awesome. I am trying to control speed
of aVDC 5. Hi The circuit you recommend to convert V ac to V dc can do max 1A. A treadmill
motor needs much more current or not? Hi, Actually the second circuit with single diode will be
more suitable, but the R2 will need to be correctly dimensioned for delivering therequired
amount of current. Jems, you can use the second last circuit, it will work perfectly as per your
required specifications. Dear Sir, I have a brushed motor dc 50 V 2A max. I built a similar circuit,
the triac got hot, after less than 30 sec. I saw some circuit like this with heat sink. A perfect
smooth driving is not really necessary to me, it is used to drive a diy small flour mill. Does a
shottky across the motor snubber is usefull as protection or is not necessary to this motor?
Massimo, if it is a DC motor, then you must use the second last circuit, because 50 V cannot be
used with a V input or a V, even with a triac chopper. Hi Swag greetings to you from the U. Do
you think by removing that heavy flywheel that the DC motor will ever come close to drawing
that rated 19 amps? And which circuit do you recommend to build, I just am sick of moving the
drive belt to change speeds, that explains the DC motor as am looking for variable speed on a
single pulley. Thank you very much Swag for your time, it is much appreciated as always!!
Sincerely, Michael Sakach. Thank you Michael for contacting me! Being a capacitor start motor I
would recommend a phase chopper controller circuit as given in the last diagram above, but
without the bridge rectifier. The following article explains the concept in greater details. Swag
the new motor for the drill press is a D. Permanent Magnet motor. The old motor was the A. I got
it off a treadmill and the ratings for it are; D. S, range. I just am unable to find a circuit that will
handle that large previously mentioned D. This motor is a beast Swag, I have never seen such a
large treadmill motor!!! It is almost as large as the old A. Or should I be looking at a different
approach to driving that big D. As always thank you for all you do for the electronics
community, it is sure nice to have someone always there to help people through a design or
troubleshoot a problem as you do on a daily basis for the whole worldâ€¦. Sorry Michael, I guess
I misread it, no problems, you can try the following diagram, this should work perfectly:. Please
make sure to Add a 1K resistor between pin5 of IC2 and the ground line, I forgot to show it in
the diagram. Hello Swag, How can this circuit be used for Vdc 5. I mean what changes should be
done to do so. Thanks Swag, If you mean to use the dimmer one, here is my experience with it. I
made the dimmer circuit as you shown here on assembly board i mean not using soldering
tools. First i put a w bulb instead motor. Then the bulb got bright like it was in wall socket
without any circuit. I ran my motor on a paid 4kw dimmer with 8A bridge rectifier. Almost like
your circuit with a BTAE triac. But motor sounds like wizzz. I want to use a PWM module to
control the motor. You think do i need anything more to control the VDC, 5. Hi Mah, I referred
you the second last design, meaning the second circuit from bottom. Hey Swag, My first attempt
to make the circuit as you suggest, was not successful but I am sure I will find a way to fix it
ofcourse with your help. Here the summary of work; The gate voltage of IRF was between I
should say that C1,C2,C3 rated voltage are V. Could I possibly modify this circuit towork with
this type of motor, and if so, what component modifications would be necessary? I have a
motor to treadmill volt 5. And I just need a forward motion, so I am going to get rid of the whole
H-bridge network. Does that work? If you want the H bridge, then Darlington may not be
required. The motor can be connected across positive V and the transistor collector. Hello,
Thanks a lot for teaching me so much in electronics. My motor has the following spec. I have
checked their spec. So, what are the difference between those pairs? Thanks for your time!!
Glad you liked my site! Thanks I am not sure what is starting voltage in your specifications, I
think V should be the recommended voltage in any circumstances. Dear Swagatam. I have a
problem on the kind of project, i would really appreciate any assistance. Thanks in advance.
Hello Njabulo, you can use the H-bridge section from the above design and use it with your
Arduino, a pair of anti-phase signals will be required for triggering the bJT H-bridge and the
PWM could be injected at the bases of the low side BJTs. I'll do some more search and let you
know soon if I happen to find oneâ€¦. Alternatively you can also try Mosfets in place of BJTs and
that would work equally good, according to me. Hi Kakooza, if it's a DC motor then you can
definitely use the first design which is explained in the above article. Hi Majumdar. How are
you? I'm having a 2. I just want to make a circuit which can control its speed from zero to
maximum. No need for reverse direction Please guide me through simpler circuit as I'm
beginner. Please send me the Simulated File i. I'll shall be very thankful to you!! May God bless

you! Chestno12 gmail. In your simpler diagram depicted here: 1. Also what can you recommend
as the Mosfet in the circuit to drive a v DC motor 8 Amp from a v power supply. In your first
diagram is there any reason you do not include a smoothing capacitor across the bridge
rectifier. Hi Peter, if a capacitor is used the whole idea of PWM control would get mitigated,
because adding filter capacitor would cause a constant peak voltage for the motor and stop the
PWM function from controlling the motor speed. Hi Mr. Please let me know how to run a v dc
rpm 1. I'll send pictures of motor if you want to have a look. Please help me. Also let me know if
this motor can be run both sides. Thank you so much for your time. Thank you so much. I ll get
someone who knows about circuits and I ll be in touch with you. Once again thanks for your
patience and time. Have a nice time. Dear sir, please let me know how can I run a v DC treadmill
motor with rpm and 1. It would be great if I can send u pics of my motor. I think it's already
discussed in the above article and the commentsâ€¦.. Yes that's right! I am not sure about the
torque issue, the dmmer will vary the average voltage level across the motor for the speed
control, as per the pot operations. Hello Good Day, I built this circuit for my treadmill, in AC
Load VAC W its working properly but when i connect it in 25Amp bridge type diode into the
Motor my dimmer not working it continues running only but not slowing. I thinking about to
assemble your second schematic but i am not pretty sure it will work on my treadmill motor,
VDC 1. Good day, both AC and dC motors should work with the first circuit, not sure why it's not
working with your AC load, perhaps the mofets are damagedâ€¦please check it to confirm. Tenx
for reply sir, i just reviewing my connections and Triac but its only BTA only, If i use circuit 2 of
your article means i have to use BTA? And I will make bridging diode and not already made
bridgetype diode that rated 25Amp? Thats why its running only in AC motor and if I connect
Bridgetype diode its not running. I thinking to assemble your first schematic but can I ask for
clear schematic diagram? Please and I'm Sorry because i don't know how to make it right. The
auto door control design calls for a irf mosfet which is rated for v source and my motor is with
rectified source being around v will that be a problem for that mosfet? The circuit looks like it is
for a 12v motor. Thank you again for your time. Do the icpins match the pins of the mm74c14?
Like is 1 actually 1 and not some other pin? Also how do you suggest I isolate the dpdt switch?
Is that not the case? Thank you again for your time and responses. Pinout matching of the two
ICs is not important, you just have to use the gates in the appropriate locations as indicated in
the diagram, you can refer to the datasheet of the IC for learning the details. Thanks again for
your prompt responses. With the isolation of the dpdt switch to the v motor circuit Im assuming
the mosfet at Q1 as well as the diode at d3 will also be moved to the v line correct? If so is the
zener at z1 still needed? Or would it Also be moved to the v circuit? Thanks again for all your
help. I have ordered everything I need to build the circuit and am waiting for arrival so I will keep
you updated with how it goes. Ok great.. And that reminds me i forgot to mention for the 12v
circuit i recall you mentioning an smps power supply however i dont know how to tell if it is a
smps powersupply or notâ€¦ im using a small ac to dc wall dart power adapter which belonged
to a wireless router enclosure. It is label rated at input: ac 60hz. When plugged in and tested
with mutimeter and no load it reads The ic data sheet says the can take up to 18v and 10ma max
input so i would assume my small 12v power adapter would do the job of powering the ic
circuit. But i keep worrying about the smps situation so i just wanted to ask about that. Im not
sure how crucial smps was to the operation of the circuit. Hello sir thank you for your time and
the courtesy of putting these circut designs online. I have lathe which the electronic control
went bad on â€¦ its got a w vdc motor and i want to build a circut like the first one at the top of
the page to use as a speed controller. Would it be possible to build the pwm circuit excactly as
shown but using a timer for my purposes? Thank you for you time and your response would be
greatly appreciated. I built the DC v motor controller using triac, the motor starts fine for 15
seconds or so then starts fluctuating in the speed till it stops! Any help would be appreciated.
Lim, I normally do not find time to respond to emails, so this place is the best place to interact
with me. That's exactly what I meaned mentioning using MOC series chip, at least it combines
the advantages of both circuits, presented here. If the circuit is too complicated and the people
who will try to build do not have even the slightest idea of how it works and how to be checked
for troubleshooting, then what is this all about? Even Mr. Samuel, the man who gave the
request, did he run the circuit? Alright, let it be so, let's forget about this. How abot slowing the
on threshold of the second circuit, it's the main disadvantage of it? The output starts not from
the zero but from few dozens of volts. I think that it's because of the high breakdown voltage of
the BD3 diac. Can something else be used instead of diac, for example something from the
MOCxxxx zero-cross series? I think it will be much more comfortable for the motor starting at
rpm or even less, for example instead of, let's say, rpm. But even if we consider it as simple and
friendly to a newcomer, so it means you could not make this simple circuit work? And what's so
hard in the first circuit so I must be an expert in order to run it? The only adjustable component

inside is the pot?! There were much more tricky circuits I created at once. I think it's time to
show you my circuit under which I created the board. It's not absolutely the same as yours
because of the single way rotation needed. I'm uploading a PCB picture too. Let me know if
there's something wrong with the circuit. Hi, mr. Majumdar, I did the first circuit. As expected, it
doesn't work. I used a light bulb as a load, because the motor is a very risky try. When the pot is
at min. With other words, there is not any stepless driving of the load â€” just on or off. With the
scope there are pulses on the pin 3 of IC2, but it is impossible to say if their width changes or
not â€” they are very hard to be distinguished each from other. Ivan, The first circuit has been
tested by me not once but many number of times for different applications. This is one of the
best PWM controller circuits I have ever seen, so it's beyond doubt that this circuit would surely
work. However the design is not simple and it's recommended only for the experts in the field
who has a thorough knowledge of practical and theoretical electronics. For the last circuit also
you said the triac burnt, whereas as per the datasheet the triac is rated to handle 40 amp
continuously and amps in the form of short pulses, that's again extremely strangeâ€¦. Besides
that, the noise from the motor becomes louder when the RPM's go down. The speed cannot be
adjusted from zero at least not in my case and is unstable. And finally, if there's a man on the
treadmills belt when the problem occurs, he will fall down, with possible injury. Thanks for
paying attention to me and my problems, will find the solution with the first circuit! Best
regards, Ivan! OK, no problemâ€¦. Hello, mr. Mjumdar, I haven't been there long time ago. I
finished my tests with dimmer driving of PMDC motor 8 months ago and I rate them as danger
and unreliable with regard to safety and stability. Once the triac blowed up and the motor raised
its RPM's to the space before the fuse interrupted the mains circuit. The idea with putting a
powerful light bulb as a voltage divider is groundless because of the power it dissipates in the
small area of the treadmills motor bay. That's why I will try with the PWM concept, no matter of
his complexity, not to mention that the original development used the same technology. I hope
it will work much better than the previous one. The important thing is that whether or not the
dimmer concept works and is able to regulate the motor? The PWM option is also great but
compared to the dimmer circuit ity looks much complicated and technically difficult. The
dimmer works fine with a test lamp, but the output of the bridge rectifier reads V DC
consistently on my multimeter and doesn't seem to change. I tried connecting it to the treadmill
and it blew the fuse in the dimmer and destroyed it. Not sure if I have broken the treadmill. Do
you have any idea what I am doing wrong? Should I use a lower power bridge rectifier? Any
advice or suggestions? Thanks, Nick. As for the last circuit, It looks to be technically correct,
however a closer inspection shows that the inclusion of the filter capacitor across the bridge
rectifier could be causing the issue, please remove it and test it once again. To be on the safer
side initially you can try including a heater coil in series with the motor, may be a watt heater
coil or equivalent might do the job. Thanks, Swagatam. I replaced the dimmer and have now
removed the capacitor. I don't have a heater coil, but I connected up a W bulb 40 ohms in series
with the motor to avoid drawing too much current. The bulb gets brighter and dimmer and the
voltage across it varies nicely from 0V to V, but the motor is not moving at all. Do you think the
bulb is providing too much resistance? At 40 ohms, the max current is 4A and the motor is
rated to 11A, so perhaps the motor needs more current. Or perhaps my several earlier attempts
have blown the motor. Is there an easy way to tell? Thanks again for your help. Hi Nick, the
series load should be at least 3 times more powerful than the actual load, otherwise it could
completely block the actual load's functioning by introducing a much higher resistance in the
pathâ€¦. Do you sell treadmill motor speed boards? I am new and lost with all your excellent
info. I want to use the circuit to power a V 15A d. According to the documentation provided, the
circuit can handle currents up to A thanks to the IRF mosfet in use. Now, i know i have to
change to a mosfet with a current rating of about 15A based on my motor specification but i
dont know how to make the system operate at up to V. Do i also have to find a mosfet or BJT
with more than V rating? The mosfet currently in use is rated 55V, A. Also, the circuit has an
HIPA mosfet driver, please can you briefly explain how a mosfet driver works and whether this
particular mosfet driver will be appropriate based on the ratings below. Hi Majumdar, Thanks for
the reply. It's been very helpful. However, I want to add that i intend to run the motor from a 24V
battery and not from mains. I can't see anything marked as in the first circuit IC2 pin3
aboveâ€¦â€¦. The v will come from your mains AC outlet after rectifying it through a bridge diode
network, although it would become V after rectification, can still be used for a V motor
considering the regulation feature available with the circuit. Hello, I have build the diagram but
when I turned it on the motor started to turn but I could not control it. I think it has something to
do with the IRF I used. According to the datasheet of this it has a build in diode so it lets the DC
power go straight thru in one direction. I've tried to put the power in the other way but then it
blow out the other diode D3. Do you have any idea what to do? The voltage must show a

corresponding 0 to 12V variation, if this does not happen would indicate either a faulty IC or
connections,. Excuse me for the late reply. I've checked the voltage and its varied while turning
at the pot only the voltage varies between the 0. So this part works. But when i start the circuit
at zero, i can turn it slowly to max but it won't turn down anymore. When i've done this i have to
wait a few hours then i can do the same thing again. Hi Rookie, to which diagram are you
referring to?? I will recommend that you build the first diagram in the above article. You can
eliminate the stage that's connected after pin3 of IC2â€¦.. Thank you very much, i will try to start
building this weekend or maybe next week. I will let you know how it is going. I want to build
this diagram for my bench lathe. Could i use it for this? On the nameplate of the lathe it says
Volt Watt and i know that it is a DC motor. If so wat for components should i use for T2â€¦T5 and
for D2â€¦. But the other diagram also includes a 12 volts dc motor and on my lathe is a volt dc
motor. I want to use a rectifier and a capacitor for the power supply of the motor direct from the
wall outlet. If i replace Q1 for another, could i feed it directly the Volt Dc? And do you have a
proposal for the Q1 replacement? The rectified positive of the V will need to be applied at the
junction of D3 and the switch making sure that it's been first perfectly disconnected from R2
and the 12V supply line. P1 will need to be connected with an appropriately dimensioned series
resistor so that the max voltage to the motor is restricted at V, because the rectified voltage
could be well above V. This seem lot better? Alright I have become more knowledgeable with
symbol. I was though different symbol at my class and realize American standard symbol and
Europe symbol look very different. I'm almost done getting all parts from ebay to put it together.
Thanks for the help. Sorry i'm still learning electronic circuit. Here some more question i. My
kind request to you is not to proceed with this project, you seem to be extremely new to
electronics, and this project is not for the newcomers with no prior experience. I clearly
Understand the circuit is just that some symbol look different I'm working on proteus 8 and
stimulating it in order to build the circuit. That why i'm asking the property value and which you
used for the project that work and from there I cant experiment. Which of your diagram should I
use to power this motor and use 10k pot to control from 0 to max and I would like a reverse on
motor can DPDT switch will do? Thanks for all your time. Any possibility contact you in skype
or phone? Thanks for the example but. Are V enough for Q1 in my case? How about C3 the
reservoir capacitor from the link? I think in my case it should be at least V. And is uF capacity
enough? No, for your application the transistor should be to v ratedâ€¦the filter capacitor will
also need to be rated at V minimumâ€¦. We already have a PWM controlled power transistor, all
that remains is just the flywheel circuit a diode, inductor and a capacitor. As long as I can see it
will provide directly V from the V rectified AC grid voltage in the power line. Would you provide
such circuit, mr. The shown design can be used for your applicationâ€¦you can drive the buck
transistor through any high frequency oscillator configuration. The positive line of R1â€”-R5
must be connected with the above V DC lien through a k resistor and a 12V zener attached
across the positive R1â€”R5 positive and the common ground. A buck converter. Would you
post a proper simple circuit of it for my case which is the case of the theme at all. Embedding it
into the main circuit will give it a finished look. The k should be adjusted such that transistor in
the above link just begins conducting at V, an additional 22k preset could be used in series with
the k on the input side and used as a fine control preset. Yes, but the original board was also
powered by V without any lamps or otger resisting elements. Rather I was meaning that all the
circuit can be set to power the motor to V only no matter what the grid voltage is â€” with other
words we have V, but the power transistor passes only of them at maximum turn of the
potentiometer. Do half-wave and full-wave rectification give one and the same effective value of
the rectified voltage?! You said in one of your posts above:. Exactly that was my second
question. That's why I want to get clear everything before start to build the circuit. I think I got
the idea â€” the RC group together with BC works like a time-delay stage so the voltage change
from the pot comes to pin 5 delayed depending on the values of R and C. That's smart! I need
few answers: 1. How about the power stage? Will a single MJ be enough as a power stage. The
motor voltage is V and the grid's voltage is V AC. If I use a full-wave rectifier and a smoothing
capacitor the rectified voltage will be above the motor's and even transistor's allowable. The
other way is to use half-wave rectifier single diode and a capacitor behind it in order to get
smoothed voltage with the value motor needs. Can I use it again? As long as I know a
capacitor's capacity is determined proportional to the load's current. So, what should those R
and C be? From pin 5 capacitor and resistor in sequence to the gound? What should their
values be? Does the C4 10nF stay at it's place in that case? Thanks in advance! I thought the
thyristor will work like half-wave rectifier together with the phase cut-off process. This is
because of the voltage differences of the grid and engine V and V respectively. A lot of these
circuits are widely used for motor speed controls. By the way the author of the circuit I
uploaded says that the C1 capacitor's value is determined experimentally between 1 and 10 uF

to choose less jerk and max torque something like compromise between both. If nothing
happens with my circuit, I'll do your first one. I have another question â€” what will happend if
the value of the pot increases rapidly when the engine goes at slow speed? By my opinion the
voltage above the engine will also increase the same way and the power element SCR,
transistor will fail immediately. I mentioned that the treadmill has opto-tachometer originally. I
think it gives feedback to the controller about the current speed of the engine no matter what is
the speed set by the user. It would be great to implement the tachometer in your first circuit in
order to prevent overload of the transistors when the pot shaft is rotated sharply. It would be
interesting to check the second circuit also, first by confirming it with an AC bulb and then
reverting with the shown bridge network. As for the second one, I tried alll the things you said
â€” removing the engine and the bridge and using a W lamp as AC load. The result was the
same. Now I found another circuit in one of our old elctronic magazines I'm from Bulgaria.
Unlike your second circuit it uses thyristor SCR , not triac. It's used for drill machines and can
power a engine up to W. The list of elements is in bulgarian, that's why I'm not posting it here.
As in the circuit above, a bridge rectifier and a smoothing capacitor should give my treadmill DC
motor what it needs. I hope. Mr Ivan, you mentioned PWM and mosfet so I thought may be you
were referring to the first design aboveâ€¦. Hi, Mr. Majumdar, the dimmer circuit simply does not
work, I did 3 times, the load works always at the grid's voltage V , no matter the potentiometer
setting. All the elements are the same as required, the circuit has been checked maybe times,
everything is correct but it doesn't work. I never imagined that controlling the speed of a DC
motor can be so difficult!!! Ivan the first circuit has been tested by me and it worked right at the
first shot, so it surely works, but all these can be difficult for any newcomer i can understand
that. Thanks Ivan, The diameter of the core could be such that it accommodates the turns
comfortably, it could be done over an iron bolt or screwâ€¦but the diameter of the wire should
be more than the indicated 0. Your work will be highly appreciated because I'm trying to run this
treadmill for 4 months. An easy-to-build and cheap solution will be more than a good result for
me. The parameters are: â€” V AC power grid â€” V permanent magnet DC motor 7Amps motor
â€” main control element a SCR thyristor simultaneously acting like rectifier and control
element with phase controlling circuit â€” a capacitor in parallel after the thyristor acting
simultaneously like smoothing element for the phase-cutted sine and voltage-raising capacitor
just like in the last circuit you offered me. Hello Ivan, yes that's a smart idea, since the load is V
rated using a dimmer switch circuit as the speed controller is definitely possible, the motor
output will only require a bridge network and filter capacitor for the AC to DC conversion. Hi any
possibility a ready made controller can be purchased. I do not have a knowledge about
electronics and am desperate in powering up my treadmill. Hi, I wish I could help by doing it for
you, but I am sorry, presently that looks difficult due to lack of time. Just a single STT?! The
motor will not be loaded at the maximum power rate but still isn't 4A too less? How about 2 or
even 3 STT's in parallel? Sorry for my last post, I knew that this is the peak value of the voltage
formed by the capacitor, but the post was already on its way. At all I intend to use this circuit:. I
have also some differences â€” I need one direction and have V DC motor at 2. It seems that the
circuit must be without those NOT gates because of the single way rotation and I'll need only 2
power transistors in parallel oor in sequence. I don't know only what should be those
Darlingtons? For the transistor you can simply use a single high voltage Darligton transistor
such as STT with pin3 of IC2 for the required implementation. Hi Ivan, it's showing the peak
voltage, once connected to the load the voltage will come down to the specified level, however
still it could be not so safe to apply the pulsating peaks to the motor, so I think you will have to
get a suitable auto-transformer designed from a transformer maker. Majumdar, I have a similar
problem. I have a treadmill which controller chip has failed and now i would like to build
independent control of the motor. I want to control it's speed from zero to max by powering it
from V AC power grid. Can you give some circuit similar to the above one, but for V AC, please?
Thanks for the reply, Mr. Majumdar, but the circuit you offer uses PWM. How about just
changing the gate voltage in order to control the drain current? Is this possible and which way
is the best? Hi ivan, It's not possible to control a mosfet drain load with a varying gate voltage,
PWM is the easiest and the most ideal way of achieving the intended speed control through a
mosfet. Dear Swagatam, many thanks for your fast replies. Virtually no connection at all. What
do you think Sir. Any suggestions? A bad solder won't cause a burning problem according to
me, I think the treadmill motor could have exceeded the max amp rating of the BJTs,. Replace
the circuit with new transistors and try operating the treadmill without any load, check the
response,. Many thanks Swagatam. New high voltage transistors just been ordered. You're
right. After closer examination it looks like BJTs were wrongly configured. This cause them to
burn. So do you think that I could use four 6A4 rectifiers in the bridge instead of 1N as it is in
your cuircuit? Talking about Zenner diodes, I'm using 1N instead of 2v7 as a D1 which is a

Zenner diode in your circuit. I don't use them in the bridge. OK Wes, that's good! I mistakenly
thought that you had used the zener in the motor bridge circuit,â€¦. Many thanks Sir for this
publication. I'm sorry for dump questions but I'm newbe to electronics. My pleasure! Thanks for
this fantastic circuit diagram. I'm new to electronics so please excuse me if these are dumb
questions. Would there need to be any programming done to make this work or does the
hardware do all that automatically? Also, I wouldn't need the reverse feature and a simpler
circuit would definitely be easier for a beginner like me. Could you show us what this circuit
would look like without the components necessary for the reverse feature and how I could make
this work using vac i. Where would the ac come in and where would it be rectified? Thanks
again! Thanks very much Michael, no programing is required for the devices all the ICs come
preprogrammed, just have to wire them up in the shown manner. If you are not interested in the
reversing feature the circuit definitely becomes much simpler as shown in the following image:.
Thanks for the great design! If the requirement is above 30 amps mosfets could be
preferredâ€¦mosfets require stricter parameters while configuring compared to BJTs therefore
sometimes become difficult to handle. I'm putting together a shopping list for this project. C3 is
listed as 1uf, what voltage and style of capacitor should i get? The other caps I was going to
buy 50VDC ceramic disc. My motor is rated at VDC 15A, i was going to power the motor with
VAC thru a bridge rectifier, any ideas on what transistors to buy? IRF is only volts One last
thing, what is the symbol just left of C1? I apologize for my lack of knowledge. Thank you for
your replies. I have all the part numbers figured out and I am excited to build this circuit. This is
an amazing site and appreciate the time you dedicate to helping others. Thank You. Hello My
treadmill motor is rated for VDC and 15a. I plan on using vac line voltage and a bridge rectifier
to power the motor. What type of transistors would I use for T2-T5? I don't recognize the symbol
you used. IRF mosfet is only v, I think. Hi, Could you explain how a constant torque at low
speeds is achieved? My treadmill bogs down slightly with each step when I get below about 1.
Constant torque is achieved by the use of PWMs which prevent the devices from unnecessarily
heating up yet allowing them to conduct fully during the ON states of the devices. So it's like
allowing the devices to conduct fully with full power yet only at the desired slower speeds by
breaking their conduction many number of times per second. Technical Specifications I've a
treadmill whose power failed completely You'll also like: 1. Comments Your Comments are too
Valuable! But please see that they are related to the above article, and are not off-topic! Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Search Related Posts for Commenting Search
this website. Clint, Are you seeing the following figures? The 0. Hello Hasan, do you mean
replacing 4. Yes I wanted to regulate with uF V Thank you. This will prove whether your IC
stages are working correctly or notâ€¦ Also, making it over a stripboard through soldering is
more reliable than using a breadboard, which may cause loose connections. Hi, what is the
wattage or current rating of your motor. Thank you in advance. Yes it should work properly for
any load below watts V. Hello Again, I need some clarification about the second circuit mostly
for types of pars. Hello have a question about the schematic with dimmer. Thank you again for
your help and sorry for lack of information. Dear sir can i buy from u dc motor controller? Hello
Jems, you can remove the entire sensor opto stage to remove the feedback. Thank you. Sorry
Michael, I guess I misread it, no problems, you can try the following diagram, this should work
perfectly: Let me know if you have more queries! Thanks always Mah. Thanks in advanced. Hey
Mah, it is a tested design so it should work. The capacitors can be rated at 25V or above.
Thanks very much! I hope you got it. Hi Swagatam In your simpler diagram depicted here: 1. Hi
Swagatam In your first diagram is there any reason you do not include a smoothing capacitor
across the bridge rectifier. Hi Kamaal, you can try the second circuit from the above article. I
suggested an SMPS since most smps have regulated output using zener controlled feedback.
Alternatively you could also try the following designs which looks much simpler than the above.
Majumdar, is it possible for me to reach you through mail please? The circuit: postimg. Best
regards, Ivan. Hello Ivan, if the blowing-up of the triac was the issue, in that case you try using a
bigger and a higher rated triac, and also employ a fuse in series, that would solve the issue.
Anyway I wish you all the best! Hi Nick, I seem to have lost your previous comment, not sure
how and where. Hi Folajimi, yes the mosfet rating will need to be well over V, and 20 amps for
safe operations. I'll check the datasheet of the driver IC and try to update the info soon for you. I
am referring to the first circuit in the above article. Kind regards Rookie. The voltage must show
a corresponding 0 to 12V variation, if this does not happen would indicate either a faulty IC or
connections, the diode inside the mosfet has nothing to do with its performance, it's there for
protecting the device from transients and back EMFs. Hey Swagatam, Excuse me for the late
reply. Do you have any other suggestions? Hello Mr. Majumdar, I want to build this diagram for
my bench lathe. Thanks for the quick reply. The rectified positive of the V will need to be applied
at the junction of D3 and the switch making sure that it's been first perfectly disconnected from

R2 and the 12V supply line the negative from the rectifier will connect with the negative of the
circuit. You can try 1N instead of 1N Would 1N would do it? And how about a buck converter
with flywheel circuit, just like in the link below? IC1 stage may be ignored and removedâ€¦. D2
could be replaced with a V zener diode. Please answer all my questions! Thanks,
2007 santa fe
peace sports 110cc atv wiring diagram
toro timecutter ss4235 parts diagram
mr. Majumdar, one more question, what diameter should the iron core of L1 have? I have
updated the required diagram above, please check it out. I think it will be much simpler than the
two timers PWM and Darlington stages. Best regards! If possible I'll try to update the design in
the above article soon. At all I intend to use this circuit: 2. Yes, you are right the NOT gates
won't be required in the referred diagram. Many thanks Sir. Now it looks very promising.
Regards, Wes. Dear Wes, A bad solder won't cause a burning problem according to me, I think
the treadmill motor could have exceeded the max amp rating of the BJTs, Replace the circuit
with new transistors and try operating the treadmill without any load, check the response, the
other reason could be wrongly configured BJTs. Regards Sir, Wes. If you are not interested in
the reversing feature the circuit definitely becomes much simpler as shown in the following
image: 1. Thanks, Matt M. Also, what is the symbol just left of C1?

